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Golden 
 

Love 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

By 

 
The Beloved in all beings 

& 

Aya Coeur-de-Soleil 
 

Wonderful Friends, 
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The entire universe is a highly successful love affair.  
Do you agree? If so, you must be a lover yourself.   

 

Welcome! 
 

When we commune with life, we become this 
magnificently orchestrated ocean of love, eventually 
flowing ourselves into pure ecstasy.  We learn that love is 
the big lesson from the choices in our lives: experiences, 
emotions, desires, thoughts and a variety of partners, 
from mother nature to sweethearts to friends-in-the-
moment…  
 
Among the dancers of life, the mystical types choose to be 
in love with the ultimate partner: the Source of creation  
and all consciousness. This is the pristine & primordial 
relationship, whether it is kept formless (the Nameless 
One) or embodied in a deity or in a human lover seen as 
divine. 
 

This anthology of poetic blossoms celebrates  
the only reality there is: Love. 

 
It is a grateful ovation to the perennial & exquisite play 

of  
the Lover and the Beloved  
the King and the Queen 
the Sun and the Moon… 

 
Let us celebrate ourselves as Beings of Golden Love! 

 
Be prepared, O Friend: 

Love is inevitable 
It is infinity now! 

 
With Source love, 

Aya 
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You are most welcome to quote 
speak, chant and dance 

any song-line  
or any song-step 

therein 
 
 
 
 

* 
 

 

For written quotes, kindly credit Aya 
For live use, do cheer yourself 

For it all, blissfully thank the universe 
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Beloved 
 

When you are battle-weary 
O Beloved 

And feel buried under the dust of the world 
Remember 

You can walk to my heart 
And therein rest your tired feet 

I'll gently brush them with my hair 
And anoint them with precious oils 

 
When the birds in your soles 

Can't fly anymore and stop, exhausted 
Remember 

Let them land on my heart 
Let them feel the throbbing beat 

And touch the loving pulse 
Soon they will bring back  

Eager wings to your own steps 
 

When you lean back on me 
Your own very self 

I will stretch to catch you 
Wherever you are 

I'll wash your precious eyelids one by one 
And bless them with my trembling lips 

 
* 
 

O Beloved 
I cover your feet with kisses 

Like a garden of roses 
Delightfully 
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All One 
 

I am alone 
Yet I am not 

I have an on-going date 
With the divine roommate 

It is a sweet secret 
Deep within my heart 

We have a meeting place 

I told her: 
Won't you move in? 
Twinkling she said: 

I am built in 
I am your in-dweller 
Won't you move in  

I am your beloved 
You carried me huddled in your heart 

All those years  
When you were looking half-tone 

When you were feeling alone 

I am the kiss of the Kisser 
And the velvet lips of the Lover 
Let's enter the nuptial chamber 

I am your kin friends calling upon you 
And all their many friends 

I am your neighbors 
And all the strangers 

I am the shaman the sha-woman 
And also your shadow-man 

I am your maiden teen 
Your consort and your queen 

I am the man woman on the road 
And all the seekers 

On the path 

* 

My love 
How can I ever feel alone? 
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Bounty 
 

O Beloved 
 

I am your precious wine 
Here 

Sip me  
Deliciously 

 
I am the cup of your hands 

Here 
Offer me up  
Endlessly 

 
I am your wing-like foot 

Here 
Dance me 

Across the starry skies 
 

I am the sun and the moon 
Within your eyes 

Here  
See me 

As your entire creation 
 

* 
 

O Beloved 
How can we ever find 

The extremities of love? 
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Infinity 

 
Even this 

Your most beautiful name 
O Beloved 

How can I ever squeeze You into it? 
You are the Un-namable 
Who is calling all names 

 
Even this 

Your most delightful form 
O Beloved 

Is un-graspable 
How could it ever show All You Are? 

You are No Form 
Appearing in dazzling shapes 

 
Even this 

Your most radiant smile 
O Beloved 

Is un-catchable 
It stretches across all creation 

You are the Cosmic Faery 
Smiling to all newborn 

 
Even this 

Your most blissful soul 
O Beloved 

Is but a glimpse of your full ecstasy 
You are the All-Glowing 

Maker of souls 
 

Even this 
The sweetest nectar on your lips 

O Beloved 
Will only quench human thirst 

You are the Heavenly Spring 
Feeding all streams & rivers 

 
O Beloved 

We are 
Infinity 
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Date 

 
We met 

Under the Waterfall 
And again 

Inside the Pavilion 
 

Would you like to taste 
This mullein blossom? 
It's a crimson delight 

 
At the Waterfall 

This rushing sky river  
Cascades of liquid light 

Merrily splash 
And pool around  

Our dancing bodies 
 

The earth spring bubbles 
Through our bare feet  

 
In the Pavilion 

This temple womb of being 
We sit upon the sky thrones 

 
Minstrels of dawn 
We sing lullabies 

And play pizzicaties 
While birthing children 
On the loom of the world 

  
* 
 

How could there be  
Any other meeting place? 
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Doorway 

 
You popped in suddenly 

In this dreamtime wedding ceremony 
Taking the place of the traditional bride 

You Dakini Princess 
 

We enter the initiation line 
Arching hands in this graceful doorway 

Fingers pulsing arabesques 
Following the golden thread of destiny 

And walking  
O so lightly 

 
Others follow behind 

Now a stream of dear friends 
We turn to them 

Curtsying & dancing blessings 
All around the glorious Milky Way 

 
Shy & blushing 

Of starting life together 
We are home 

The kin of Light 
The tribe of Cosmic Earth 

 
* 
 

Thank you o my Bride 
Goddess of Hymen 

For being this other myself 
Within 

The infinite Self 
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Hummingbird 
 

A hummingbird hovering by the window 
And winking teasingly 

While I am calling 
Upon the BeLoved 

 
Hummingbirds can hover 

on the same spot 
For an hour 

Tell me: 
How long can you sustain your love? 

 
O Precious One 

You multiply your bodies 
Instantly 

And display the entire universe 
As your Presence 

 
* 
 

Yes 
There is 
Only  
You 
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Bliss Tickles 
 

Do you know  
How 

Sometimes 
 It is quite difficult  

To contain bliss 
In your own hand? 

 
It pours out of myriad pores 

Like cascading rivers of ebullient joy 
Merging back with the Great Ocean 

 
Bliss bathing 

In private pools of light 
Splashing 

In bubbling soul springs 
 

* 
 

Wings touching 
And hearts locking 
In ticklish silence 
We open our hands 

And soar 
In bliss 
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Courting Dance 

 
Beloved Goddess 

I welcome looking like a drunken fool 
For kissing your feet in public 

And prostrating to your queenly radiance 
You are the Beloved 

And I am openly sharing my Love 
 

Beloved Goddess 
I will cherish your wildest dreams  

And honor even your craziest wishes 
I completely trust 

Your all-knowing wisdom  
 

Beloved Goddess 
I feel so free to lose my own personality 

And give you all my identities 
I beg you to only choose 

The Whole of me 
 

Beloved Goddess 
I want to  

Infinitely 
Embarrass you 

In front of the entire universe 
With the full Freedom  

Of my Love 
 

* 
Beloved 

I want to see again 
Your celestial  

Blush 
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Soul Magic 
 

We  
Live  

Together 
In a vast magic 

Visiting our hearts at will 
And dwelling in each other's soul 

 
Our bodies unravel their human stories 

We laugh  
And softly 

Tickle their bellies 
 

* 
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All The Way         
 

Divine Lover 
Here is my request 

 
Do love me 

All the way  
With your full passionate might 

 
Tumble my fortress walls 

They are paper-thin card castles 
 

Erase my illusions 
They are dead dreams parading as life 

 
Please 

Dissolve the shadows  
Lingering around my roof 

So I may invite the sun 
 

And blast the last boulders 
Obstructing my door 
So I may open it wide 

 
Do destroy the “I” in me 

And root out the “me” in I 
 

* 

 
All the way  

Is the only way 
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Beaming 
 

I have seen You 
Without your veils 
Beyond your walls 

With a beaming soul smile 
And a singing softness in your voice 

 
I know this is your majestic 

And only 
Beauty  

 
Will you let your lover 

This entire creation 
See more of you 

Being your full Love? 
 

Sacred dormant pathways  
Marked by bird song-lines 

Are re-opened in the forest of Self 
 

Live ancestral jewels 
Long kept hidden by the grandmothers 

Are revealed again 
Can you see our spirit names embossed in gold? 

 
The light is landing on the mountain 

To shine on the next generations 
 

* 
 

Let us  
Meet again  
One in One 
The same  

light 
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Compliment 
 

O precious lover 
Within 

 
You are  

Most colorable 
And uttermostly  

Musicable 
 

You are 
Enticingly dance-able 

And appealingly  
Hugable 

 
But 

Over all 
You are 

Blissfully lovable 
As you mightily rise 

In multiple cascading ripples 
Of naked summer time showers 

And waterfall splashes 
 

Thank you 
For streaming me 

With your pulsing love waves 
Up and down this flowering body river tree 

 
Now I can feel you 

Living your love life inside my life 
Dancing the joy force  

Across my oceans & continents 
 

I can hear the melodies of your celestial choir songs 
Carried by my inner winds 

 
You are 

My lover within 
Yes We are life mates 
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Creation 
 

Because I am you 
Why should I ask for a date 

 
Because we are love 

Why do we have to be lovers 
 

The bond of awakening 
Contains all the relating 

 
We are the womb 

The lovers were born from 
We have been 

Before love was even desired 
 

We are  
Each other's mysterious beginning 

We are  
Endless honeymoon 

 
I see you singing me 

In all forms 
You see me dancing you 

In all beings 
 

How can I ever notice you 
Until you disappear  

In All? 
 

* 
 

When all the creators 
Are gone to rest 

And all the creatures 
Are gone to sleep 

We are the One 
Remaining 
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Face to Face 
 

Daily 
My gaze is rising 

In a celestial sundance 
To meet the Light 

Face to face 
 

The appointed time is approaching 
I am blushing 

 
Meeting oneself 

Can be very heart flopping 
And certainly 

Eyelash curling 
 

It’s so enjoyable 
And happy-able 

To gaze into one’s own eyes 
And to sing 
O my Love 

 
* 
 

Going out with oneself 
Going in with the Be-Love One 

Being home 
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Flower Tower 
 

Up the slowly revolving blue-veiled earth 
Blooms a magic flying garden 

The flower-planted tower 
On its green velvety cushion of mountain skin 

 
Thank you flower tower 

For so graciously hosting 
The Deva of Happiness 

And her dancing faery ring 
 

Thank you for embracing her smile of joy 
With your sky meadows 
And their foresty clouds 

Thank you for keeping her safe 
On her floating carpet deck 

 
Thank you for being 

A golden sunrise temple 
This glorious smile of infinity on your face 

These heavenly hues of color waves 
This on-going celebration of sun dances 

 
Thank you for so cozily nesting 

A look-in shrine 
In my secret heart 

Inviting me to full residence 
Seeing you home 

Dwelling in your shiny soul of love 
 

Thank you for standing up 
As a light beacon to the world 

Across oceans & landscapes & nations 
Beaming new children to all earthlings 
And smiles of baby wonder to all beings 

 
Thank you flower tower 

For delighting us with sweeping views of love 
And reminding us 

We are 
Gardens of star blossoms 
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Welcome 
 

This flash image  
Of love 

Entering the sunrise day 
Yes 

It can stay! 
 
 

O Divine Lover 
Look around 

At this golden landscape 
Awaiting us 

 
This is  
Home 
Now 
After  
Now 

 
 

* 
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Sun Queen 
 

Pulsing rainbow lights 
With your breath 

You are  
Entering  

The polished lake of silence 
 

Diving 
You are 
Flying 

 
Looking out for fires 

You are 
Bathing 

In the deep cool sky river 
 

Shimmering 
You keep the two suns 

Ringing 
For all to hear 

 
Golden white Queen 

You are 
Showering 

Blazing flowers 
Of sun radiance 

For all to see 
 

* 
 

Delightful  
Blossom of happiness 

You 
Are 
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Bow 
 

When you bow to the Sun 
Over the horizon 

Where the mountain is pink and the cloud violet 
Blue is your shadow  

And gold is your light 
 

As you bow further 
Arcing your gracile body stem 

Your crown turns into a flower grail 
And drinks the Sun  
Into your very heart 

 
* 
 

When you wake up at dawn 
And gaze at the Sun 

I look through your eyes 
And see   
Blazing  
Beauty 
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Auspica Belle 
 

Auspica Belle of the Hi Tower 
She is watching auguringly well 

The rippling lucience of unquenchable lightnings 
Arteries of liquid light 

Pulsing through the sky body 
 

A twilight forest is flash sprouting 
In the celestial gardens 

 
One has to be a keen glimpser 

To catch the instant wink of light beings 
 

Sometimes you can even guess 
Where the next bolt will strike 

And undress in time for a power shower 
 

Lightnings race play our horizon line 
And dare us to be omnipresent 

Retracing genetic scripts with auspicious heavenly fingers 
They enjoy bursting mummy daddy bubbles 

And launch unexpected and glorious weddings 
 

Craftfully burning in her new body templates 
Auspica Belle of the Hi Tower 

She foretells a present 
Where grown-ups climb trees of life 

Like lightnings in reverse 
Where children splash through cascading giggles of light 

Somersaulting with meadowlarks 
 

* 
 

And where babies 
With peace in their bellies 

Flower into golden love smiles 
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Mountain Ship 

 
Captain Happiness 

Usheress of raw infinity 
She navigates her mountain ship 

Throughout the mighty desert ocean 
 

Boldly entering the rippling horizons 
She scans for treasure islands 

Tribal aspen groves 
And secret gossamer faery pools 

 
Sometimes urgent waves of fire 
Suddenly erupt from the waters 

The energy rises up the world tower 
The inner smile blossoms 

Into garlands of laughing children 
 

And She the Watcher 
Stirs up 

In her holy granite grail 
New elixirs of fiery water 

 
* 
 

Every golden dawn  
And every violet dusk 

It is Her duty 
To sprinkle the people of the world 

With holy joy prayers 
From atop  

Her mountain ship. 
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Love 
 

The bird of love 
Soars 

In the vastness  
Of being 

 
 

 * 
 

It is the breath  
Of  

Infinity 
Sustaining itself 

In gliding  
Majesty 
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Mountain Top 
 

Hopping from mountain top 
To mountain top 

We like to take leisurely walks 
 

On each summit 
We stop long enough 
To build a new temple  

Offering up the fruits & flowers 
Of the Earth’s gardens 

We dance ourselves to the sun 
And from there 

We bless the mountain 
 

Sometimes we just rebuild 
Some long-forgotten shrine 
Still containing old prayers 

We release them to heaven 
Still resounding with ceremonies 

We send them along the four directions 
 

From mountain to mountain 
We re-kindle the holy flames 

The whole landscape is speaking again 
The sacred language of the wind 

 
Did you know  

That the valleys too 
Are ancient mountains? 
If you wait long enough 

It’s all going 
Up and down 

 
*   
 

Sometimes we just stop all doing 
And become the mountain 

Become the valley 
Would you like to try? 
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River Walk 
 

Good morning 
Would you like to take a magic walk 

In the River of Life? 
 

Yes she says 
The river is already in me 

And I love to swim within myself 
 

I am the bountiful river 
Tight kissing the earth 

Breathing life 
In my pulsing tides 

And meandering my blessings  
Among the holy lands 

 

Look at all the people 
They come to bath in me 
And to splash their joy 

They come to watch my flows 
And feel at peace again 

On their own sandy beach 
 

O see this giggly bird 
Sliding thru the skies 

And sweetly winking at you 
 

On the river 
One can smell 

The full scent of life 
Like a banquet 

Calling 
 

What is this rumbling sound in the water? 
And this deeper current carrying us? 
Hear - the ocean is drinking the river 

  
* 
 

How will it be 
To become the ocean? 
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Sun Nest 
 

Up the ladder 
Of your Unmoving Center 

Here you come to visit 
 

Tirluiiiiit 
 

You stretch and bask 
In this festive nest 

Purring 
This islet of joy 

Dancing rays be hiways 
 

Did I surprise you, you say...  
Or were you always here ? 

 
Twirlitooooo 

 
Yes here 

No longer longing 
To jump 

Instantly here 
Meeting in no-meeting 
Holding in giving free 

May I move in ? 
 

* 
 

The embrace  
Of Grace 

Face to Face 
Sun cuddled in Moon 
Moon craddled in Sun 
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Celestial Toast 
 

Bountiful Sourceress of All Life 
And Weaveress of All Harmony 

 

Celestially toasting  
Upon this altar of you-me 

The flowering Now 
This passionate fiery water pool 

Churning infinities 
 

Co-celebrating & festivaling  
With the entire human family 
This magnificent mirificent  

Earth Galactic Paradise 
 

Seeing the plenteousness of this Love Garden 
Fully entering this delightful raw offering 

Opening again to life  
Moon, sun & star bowing communion  

And being Source to All 
 

Seeding this WeLove Earth Mother 
With many-hued harvests of new blossoms 

And cornucopias of thundering beauty births 
 

Inspiring all Beings 
To surf up their sacred inner geyser 
And shine forth their all embracing  

Love Radiance 
 

Rivers of flowing joy west-forking 
Thru all your canyons & mountains & valleys 

Public & intimate sacred sites 
Of your holy body-mind temple 

Fitnessing You and us all  
For the highest pulses  

Of Music Dance Laughter 
 

Bowing to Your Heavenly Presence of Glory 
And thanking Thee 
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Footprints 
 

O Be-Love One 
I kiss your feet 

 
The feet that took you thru all the well-trodden paths 

And then carried you into new trails 
Wildering adventures into the Unknown 

 
The feet that graciously walk you 
So you may be a pilgrim flower 

Dancing upon the earth’s meadows 
 

I kiss your footsteps 
The winged ways you so lightly touch the ground 

Caressing the skin of Mother Earth 
And sending shivers cursing thru her veins 

 
I kiss your footprints 

The holy temples you leave behind 
These sacred mandala impressions 

Where your feet decisively outline the sandy soil 
Embossing the seal of your presence 

For all to see 
May all beings who step into your footprints 

Be forever blessed  
 

I kiss the dust upon your feet 
And the road gathering the dust 

And the landscape where the road spirals up 
And this whole planet hosting her many lands 

O fair-footed one 
How can I stop kissing you ? 

 
I kiss the footprint of the raindrop 

Patiently sculpting the ancient rock 
The deposit of the snowflake 

Layering the white virgin land 
The wind’s breath cradling the baby leaf 

And singing a lullaby to the blossoming buds 
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I kiss the smile shyly floating across the street 
The unexpected hand stretched to help 

The feeling of gratitude warming the friend’s heart 
And the tingly flows of golden light 

Pulsing all beings 
 

* 
 

O Be-Love One 
Take a kiss from your hand 

And place it on the sole of your feet 
So that today 

You may leave behind 
An enticing trail of kisses 

For all to follow 
On the path of love 

 
Walking upon your own self 

You never move 
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Bloom 
 

O my Lover 
You are the Goddess  

In this earth clad form 
Modeling the mystical love of Self 

The power Dance of Sky & Earth 
The sacred Song of Bride & Groom 

The cosmic Bond of Creator & Creature 
 

I am the God 
In this fiery clad form  
Re-entering your eyes 
And tuning them back 

To your own Beauty  
 

I see the queenly Goddess 
In every woman you are 

I see the whirling Princess 
In every girl you are 

I see the blessing Faery 
In every child you are 

 
I see the regal God 
In every man I am 

I see the charming Prince 
In every boy I am 
I see the merry Elf 

In every infant I am 
 

O my Lover 
We are the return Home 

 
Let’s leave  

On the sandy shore of infinity 
Holy & gracile footprints 

Glistening white bliss pebbles  
Hints & signals of Paradise 

 
Beyond being created to contain love, 

We are created to amplify love exquisitely  
Until It contains us all 
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Universe 
 

The mind says I bless 
The heart says I bliss 

 
The mind says I need guarantees of return 

The heart says I’ll open up anyway 
 

The mind says do eat substantial foods 
The heart says let me fly 

 
The mind says I am free 

The heart says I belong to the Be-Love One 
 

The mind says I’m not anybody’s partner 
The heart says O my love 

 
The mind says the universe is my mate 

The heart says I am the universe 
 

Both are right 
Both are true 
Both we are 
Two in one 

 
* 
 

How did you know 
That my name is Universe ? 
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Goddess 
 

Our beloved daughter 
Is born dancing 

She knows 
How to be One with All 

And no-one always 
 

Behold 
Nurturing a Goddess seed 
Is a sky-large pregnancy 

The ancient art 
Of Self-birthing 

 
She says 

I will show you 
The ultimate desire 

For no desire 
 

You are 
No beginning and no end 

No birth and no death 
Not even a wave of bliss 

Or the longing 
For the next wave of bliss 

 
I will teach you 

The consummate skill 
Of  journeying through life 

Without leaving a trace 
Or even making waves 

On this bountiful ocean  
 
 

* 
 

I am your child 
I am Love within you 
I am you within Love 
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Tantri Ka Li 
 
 

My Beloved is the mighty Goddess of War 
Thundering thru the galactic lands 

Yet, her kisses are sweet blossoms 
Delicate petals of love 

Tender droplets of serenity 
 

After you wage your cosmic wars  
O my Lover 

The battle-fields burst into flowers 
 

My Beloved is the fierce Amazon Queen 
Relentlessly ripping apart the bellies of men 

Yet her tongue drips nectar 
Her mouth is a cup of honeydew 

Her yoni an ocean of soft compassion 
 

 O my Lover,  
Your blood-dripping sword is a magical wand 

Churning open the cosmic seas of Bliss 
And birthing the new species 

 
My Beloved is the keen-eyed Eagle 

Swooping down on human egos 
And snatching away their hidden games 
Yet, her Heart is an affectionate embrace 
The smudging touch of a fluffy feather 

Hand-fasted to my heart 
 

Your wing power O my Love 
Is soaring life into Infinity 

 
My Beloved is the Golden Sun of Midnight 

The Hush in the midst of the Rush 
The Love within Separation 

She is Tears of  Joy  
 

* 
When I hold hands with my Beloved 

The tingles ripple to the stars 
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Harmony 
 

Your Song 
O Lover Friend 

Fills up the universe 
Instantly 

 
See 

All beings pause and rest 
Listening  

To the Presence 
 

I am your music 
You are my choir 

We all sustain the worlds 
 

Your song  
O Lover Friend 

Swells in my heart 
Like a springtime exultation 

Of juicy coursing sap 
 

Your song 
O celestial Muse 

Is the heart fluffing laughter of love 
It rings and cascades thru my dome sky 

Fluttering my tingly wings 
Playing upon my breath like a wind-harp 

Shivering my dormant spine 
Into a leaping deva 

Stretching my skin 
Into an opalescent prayer flag 

And drumming hot rhythms all over my bones 
 

 * 
 

Singing in silence 
Together 

We touch all souls 
And dance  

Creation 
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Fingertips 
 

Thank you 
For this wonderful gift 

Offered in friendly trust 
Holding hands 
Under the stars 

 
Now 

I is We 
 

Laying down 
Nestled between the cupped rocks 

And the night sky 
Tingling 

In this flying carpet love room 
 

The heaven is landing upon us 
The earth is surging from below 

They meet within us 
In sweet union 

 
Infinity is born 

In this precious gift 
 

* 
 

Holding hands 
Around the worlds 

Holding light 
Across the skies 
Holding stars 

Between fingertips 
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Holy Pagodas 
 

My skin cells  
Are in erection 

Pointing 
Like holy pagodas 

 
Tonight 

The wind breath of spirit  
Is blowing strong  

Tickling and teasing my bodyscapes 
Shaking my sacred grounds 

And seeding  
Heavenly piquancy 

 
The inner tides ripple thru 

Dissolving walls & boundaries 
And somersault illusions 

 
My cells are pirouetting alive 

Like holy antennas 
They talk back and forth 
With our extended family 

Across the universe 
 

* 
 

Love is blowing tonight 
Jump into 

This 
Fragrant 

Breeze 
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Heart Pool 
 

Your soul eyes of infinity 
Bliss hostess 

Gaze deep within my heart pool 
And turn it 

Into this ocean 
Of tropical luscious love 

Called 
Life in a blessed body 

 
* 
 

Gratitude 
Magnitude 

Is 
The  

Only  
Attitude 
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Love Flower 
 

I see You in the One 
I see the One in You 

 
The bubbly foam of clouds undulates 

Enticingly 
And, belly dancing to the stars, 

The ocean below is admiring herself 
In the sky mirror 

 
From roots to fruits 

The River of Life waterfalls upon us all 
 

Giggling to heaven 
We splash coconut water 

Upon the rising sun 
 

Meeting friends & strangers 
We offer them 

The same love-scented flower 
Called Now 

It hovers in front of them 
Wherever they go 

They see its radiance 
Before even seeing their own face 

 
At the tiniest sign of love 

We become universe 
 

At the smallest hint of infinity 
We become the whole cosmos 

 
* 
 

O Be-Love One 
My sky is your ocean 

Together we hold creation 
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Heavenly Queen 
 

Within my Sacred Heart, 
There is a ringing this pure Song 

Of you saying: “My Love!” 
 

I love U bubblingly 
Naively ex-uberanty in-uberantly 

Irreverenciously and lusciously 
Growing in this infinite love dance  

Then beautifully sky flowering 
And now mysteriously returning to seed  

In the warm motherly ground 
 

We welcome this inner season 
This transition to the new harvest of fruity love 

This shattering of dead dry branches 
And gold wiltering of leaves 

Like turned over pages of the Life Book 
The life sap lovingly gathers its sacred waters   

On the way back to the Great Spring  
 

Each step of this miracle journey  
Brings an expanding wondrous awe 
For your magnificent courage power 

Your elegance in honoring 
 The pristine raw moment 

And serving it fresh to your holy guests 
Your primordial unwavering focus  

On the highest truth you are 
Clear cutting thru any comfort in the way 

 Of this Self Flower 
 

My heart pulses as lover’s lips 
When calling and feeling you 

Entering the all sweet nest 
Of communing beyond bodies 

It palpitates like silvery tides at high noon sun 
When seeing your dazzling face 

Smiling back with brilliant compassion 
And delightedly renewing your commitment 
To this ever born love affair with the universe 
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Moon Kiss 
 

Tonight 
The moon 
Dropped 
A star 

In the pearly sky 
 

It’s a silvery sparkly jewel 
For us to catch 

And suspend in our heart  
 

The heart is a full moon 
Between earth and sun 

It always takes three beings  
You know 

To create a living child 
 

Tonight 
O Divine Lover 

All my sacred pools 
Throb and dance 

Under your selenial story song 
 

All my surging tides 
Ripple up to inscribe 

Line by line 
This golden sand poem 
On your infinite shore 

 
* 
 

Tonight 
Is 

Moon  
Kissing 

Time  
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Mother Life 
 

Life o Mother 
I am your child 

Growing by leaps and bounds 
Delightedly discovering my own family 

Meeting my very kin 
Everywhere I turn 

 
Here my sister this munificent crone 

Here my brother this somersaulting toddler 
Here all my relations 

Entering the market place 
In this morning sun glory 
And smiling to each other 

For the first time 
 

Life o my bride 
You fulfill all my wishes 

I hear you softly whispering 
It's all possible 

 
O BeLoved jump in  

Wish boundlessly larger 
Speak the immensity of your heart 

And open wide your fountain of god-crazy desires 
 

My womb is infinite 
My milk a rushing river 

My joy a vast ocean 
Come 

And love me 
 

* 
 

Granting  
The wish of Life 

We 
Are 
All  

Fulfilled 
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Love is One 

Here is a secret 
For your heart altar: 

The one you really love 
Always loves you back  

You may never see it 
In your life time 

And they may never know it 
All through their busy life 

But love is always returned 
Love is always shared back 

 
Love weaves life  

Ceaselessly 
Back & forth & across 

 Deeper than time & distance 
More intimate than birth & death 

 Passionately attracted to its own origin 
 

 Love is source and ocean and sky 
It flows continuously 

And always comes back to itself 
Wherever you jump 

You know you are taken home 

Love is one 
And instantly  

Brings all the sides together 
You and your other self 

You and the Divine 
You and You 

  

* 

Give your love freely 
O Friend 

Swim in this river of union 
And bring others along 

To the universal Love Feast  
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Offering 
 

The rocks in the river 
Twirl the waters into life spirals 

The moments of dismay 
Enhance the Joy 

 
The sleepy night kissing the new day 

The long weary day laying down with the fresh night 
 

Quench  
Your  

Divine  
Desire 

Drink from nature 
In all her passionate mating forms 

Ushering this ocean of love 
Directly 

Into humanity's dried up cup 
 
 

* 
Then 
Offer 

Yourself 
Up 

And  
Drink 

From your own Self 
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This Full Blossom 
 

Sometimes we are alone 
Sometimes we are together 

We don't really decide 
We don't really know why 

It comes and goes 
We are 

 
We are together in stark aloneness 
We are alone in naked togetherness 

Can you see 
It is the same 
It all happens 

Within the One we are 
 

If you choose  not to choose 
And prefer not to prefer 

There you are always home 
And there is no one else 

But you in love 
With love 

 
 * 
 

Oh let me know what is 
Beyond my denying it 

And let me know what is not 
Beyond my wanting it 

 
Above all let me feel 

Who is 
Within us all 
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Bodhisattva Girl 
 

I see You  
Within your body 

I see You  
Without your body 

 
I see your body  

Within You 
I see You  

In every body 
 

I can reach and touch You  
When You are far away 

When I come back  
You already raced me Home 

 

Whenever I call  
Here You are 

Whenever You call  
I already answered 

 

Whatever route I take  
I find your footsteps 

And the flowers you planted 
Whichever way you go  
There is my Presence 

And the echoes of my songs 
 

O Great Belove 
Why journey anywhere ? 

Now 
We fill in all directions 

We are lovers in Creation 
 

* 
 

Let us embrace this universe 
Until all hearts are pouring back  

In the glorious 
Cup of love 
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Kisses 

We are playing kisses 
Soft cocoony kisses of light 

Sending them back & forth & around 
Apple foam kisses 

Sky blossom kisses 
Dew drop kisses 

And many more... 
 

Aiming kisses is a fine art 
And sometimes we miss 

We then have to quickly bend over to catch them 
And blow them back up in the air 

 
Sometimes too we let them float out  

With golden gentleness 
Sparkly love bubbles journeying in the winds 

We know - you and me 
They will enter someone's heart 

The sweet surprise of life 
Kissing us unexpectedly when we need it most 

 
Sometimes - I am sure you noticed 

Kisses take their time 
They gather patiently 

On some magical and secret cloud 
They settle there for a season or so 

And socialize with friends and relatives 
They even take the time to form families 

And bring in more kiss children 
Oh the merry dances of the little kisses ! 

 
And then one beautiful day 

When the air is dew fragrant and the sun is beaming smiles 
They all jump on the breeze 

And slowly descend on lonely human hearts 
 

* 
Don't miss playing kisses 

They are waiting for you to catch them 
And pass them around to all your friends 
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Thank We 
 
 

Thank we for being divinely complete unto our Self 
The compassionate woman in man 

The universal man in woman 
The Infinite in this breeze body 

 
Thank we too for being beautifully incomplete 

Delightfully imperfect human beings  
Deeply embracing pain & separation 

Gently entering each moment 
And feeding each other its juicy emotions 

 
Thank we for the ultimate desire 

Of longing for the Holy Lover 
Within earth water air sun & sky 

And within all beings & all relations 
This unending honeymoon 

Of creation 
 

Thank we for holding high the crystal glass of life 
Sometimes half full 

Sometimes half empty 
And heartily toasting to all generations 

 
Thank we for climbing up & down 

 The spiraling vine of life 
Dipping into the well 

Running into the cave 
And casting rainbow seeds beyond the sunset clouds 

 
Thank we for visiting the other side of the magic mirror 

Welcoming light & shadow 
As a pair of laughing lovers  

Juggling & dancing back & forth 
 

Thank we for honoring you as the Goddess Mother  
For seeing me as the Star Father 

For greeting my love support  
And for presenting me with your loving trust 
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Thank we for the cheery encouragements we offer each other 

Swapping pedestals & chalices of nectar 
And steadily standing  

Amidst the raging waters 
 

Thank we for the strength of being self-sufficient 
And for the softness of being vulnerable 

Flowing in this  
Magnificent  

Now 
 

Thank we for the wild challenges 
To go beyond old boundaries 
Playing new music melodies 

And gathering harmony  
From tender listening 

 
Thank we for pointing to on-going learning 

Respecting the wisdom tides of change  
And welcoming all the differences 
As dear gifts to eagerly exchange 

 
 

* 
 

Thank we for allowing our hearts 
To regally host each other 

And sing back  
In  

Reverent  
Silence 
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Empty 
 

The face of shadow 
Looks 

At the faceless Light 
Who is seeing ? 

 
The lover 

Looks 
At the Beloved 

Where is the other ? 
 

* 
 

Empty of self 
Full of the One 

Alone 
Together 
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Silence 
 

May I listen to your silence ? 
 

The rhythmic breath of the live stillness 
Beating in your heart 

The slender canoes 
Traveling your mind's eye 

In quiet hush 
The filigree tinkle bells 
Of your feather touch  

On my soul altar ? 
 

May I hear your love songs  
Echoing across the lands ? 

 
O listen 

This is the melody 
Of your smile 
Looking at me 

 
* 
 

Am I seeing myself ? 
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 Disappearance 
 

I used to delight 
In gazing at your lovely face 

And shouting your precious name to the universe 
Yes I enjoyed playing hide & seek 

With your charming smile 
 

I used to look at your cherished picture 
And invite you out of the frame 
To dance together every moment 

Of my life  
 

Now 
O my love 

You disappear as one single face 
And re-appear in all faces 

Of this blessed creation 
 

Now 
O universal lover 
I sometimes forget  

The velvety sound of your maiden name 
And hear you ushering your love 

In all the names you shape thru my lips 
As your kiss gifts  

To this merry world 
 

Now  
I even rejoice 
In the dance 

Of your disappearance 
You are  

My entire heart self 
 

*   
 

Did we ever meet? 
Oh I know 

We never parted  
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Friend 
 

O friend 
Take your heart 

To the Meeting of Hearts 
 

O friend 
Take the time 

To become 
The Source of Time 

 
* 
 

And above all 
O friend 

Take your hand 
Into Her Hand 

 
 

And walk 
In delight 

To the meeting place 
Of the lovers  
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About Aya and the StarWheels 
 

Aya is the creator of the StarWheel Mandalas, 
a family of interactive holo-graphic templates 

inspired by a spirit vision in 1985, 
in Santa Monica, California. 

 
Each StarWheel is a 6' x 6' painting 

airbrushed on canvas through multi-layered stencils. 
To date, nine series of twelve 

(108 StarWheels) have been birthed... 
and new siblings are expected ! 

 
Aya and the team at the StarWheel Foundation 

are dedicated to co-create 
the StarWheel School of Mandala Arts, 

an educational campus centered 
on the creative experience of the Mandala 

and Sacred Geometry. 
For more information about the Mandala School: 

www.starwheels.com 
(Click on StarDome Eco-Campus) 

 
36 StarWheel images have been reproduced  

as 6" x 6" art cards (laminated & non-laminated). 
The back of each card gives the title and theme 

and offers a mystical “Sutra” description 
as well as a "Picto-Koan" journey 

through the inner significance of the image. 

To order StarWheel cards and/or Coloring Books 
Or e-book copies of "The Soul Bird": 

www.starwheelmandalas.com 
(Click on Sw Books) 

 
* 
 

For all enquiries and inspiring feedback: 
Aya Productions / StarWheel Foundation 

www.starwheels.com  www.AyaLove.Earth  
P. O. Box 3714 

Sedona, AZ 86340 


